Abstract: A sign pattern (matrix) is a matrix whose entries are from the set {+, −, } and a sign vector is a vector whose entries are from the set {+, −, }. A sign pattern or sign vector is full if it does not contain any zero entries. The minimum rank of a sign pattern matrix A is the minimum of the ranks of the real matrices whose entries have signs equal to the corresponding entries of A. The notions of essential row sign change number and essential column sign change number are introduced for full sign patterns and condensed sign patterns. By inspecting the sign vectors realized by a list of real polynomials in one variable, a lower bound on the essential row and column sign change numbers is obtained. Using point-line con gurations on the plane, it is shown that even for full sign patterns with minimum rank 3, the essential row and column sign change numbers can di er greatly and can be much bigger than the minimum rank. Some open problems concerning square full sign patterns with large minimum ranks are discussed.
Introduction and Preliminaries
An important part of combinatorial matrix theory is the study of sign pattern matrices (see [9] , [22] , and the references therein). A sign pattern (matrix) is a matrix whose entries are from the set {+, −, }. A row or column sign pattern matrix is also called a sign vector. A sign pattern or sign vector is said to be full if it does not contain any zero entry. For a real matrix B, sgn(B) is the sign pattern matrix obtained by replacing each positive (respectively, negative, zero) entry of B by + (respectively, −, ). For a sign pattern matrix A, the qualitative class of A, denoted Q(A), is de ned as Q(A) = {A | A is a real matrix with sgn(A) = A}.
A signature sign pattern is a square diagonal sign pattern matrix whose diagonal entries are from the set {+, −}. A square n×n sign pattern is called a permutation sign pattern if each row and column contains exactly one + entry and n − zero entries.
The product PD of a permutation sign pattern P and a signature sign pattern D is called a signed permutation (sign pattern). Two m × n sign pattern matrices A and A are said to be signed permutationally equivalent if there exist signed permutation sign patterns P and P such that A = P A P .
The minimum rank of a sign pattern matrix A, denoted mr(A), is the minimum of the ranks of the real matrices in Q(A). Similarly, the rational minimum rank of a sign pattern A, denoted mr Q (A), is de ned to be the minimum of the ranks of the rational matrices in Q(A). The minimum ranks of sign pattern matrices have been the focus of a large number of papers (see e.g. [1, 2, 4-8, 10-12, 14-17, 23-26, 30] ), and they have important applications in areas such as communication complexity [1, 28, 29] , machine learning [18] , neural networks [13] , combinatorics [2, 14, 31] , and discrete geometry [27] .
It is clear that mr(A) ≤ mr Q (A) for every sign pattern A. When mr(A) = mr Q (A), we say that the minimum rank of A can be realized rationally. It is known (see [4, 7, 26, 30] ) that for every m × n sign pattern A with mr(A) ≤ or mr(A) ≥ n − , its minimum rank can be realized rationally. Also, for every sign pattern A each of whose columns contains at most two zero entries, its minimum rank can be realized rationally [4] . In particular, the minimum rank of every full sign pattern can be realized rationally (and hence, over the integers). However, it is shown in [25] and [14] that there exist sign patterns with minimum rank 3 (or bigger) whose rational minimum rank is strictly greater the minimum rank.
An m × n sign pattern with minimum rank n is called an L matrix. Characterizations of L matrices may be found in [7, 9] .
Consider a sign pattern A. Observe that if A contains a zero row or zero column, then deletion of the zero row or zero column preserves the minimum rank. Similarly, if two nonzero rows (or columns) of A are identical or opposite (namely, are negatives of each other), then deleting such a row (or column) also preserves the minimum rank. Following [26] , we say that a sign pattern is condensed if it does not contain any zero row or a zero column and no two rows or two columns of it are identical or opposite. Clearly, given any nonzero sign pattern A, we can delete its zero rows and columns (if any), and delete all except the rst row or column from each maximal collection of rows or columns of A every two of which are either equal or opposite, to get the condensed sign pattern matrix Ac of A with the same minimum rank. Since every sign pattern and its condensed sign pattern have the same minimum rank, without loss of generality, in most of the subsequent discussions concerning the minimum rank, we may assume that the sign patterns involved are condensed. where Pn is the set of all signed permutations of order n. The essential column sign change number of A, denoted ecsc(A), may be de ned similarly and is equal to ersc(A T ).
The sign change number of a full sign vector is extended to an arbitrary sign vector v = [v i ] that may contain zero entries in [26] , called the polynomial sign change number, and denoted psc(v). Indeed, psc(v) is the smallest possible degree of a real polynomial p(t) such that sgn(p(i)) = v i for all i. As shown in [26] , for any sign vector v, psc(v) can be easily determined. Using psc instead of sc, we can extend the above notions of rsc, csc, ersc, and ecsc to all condensed sign patterns (possibly with some zero entries). However, in most of this paper, we concentrate on full sign patterns.
The essential row or column sign change number is a powerful tool for studying the minimum ranks of sign patterns. The following is an important result on the minimum ranks of sign patterns.
Theorem 1.1 ( [3, 26]). For every sign pattern
The following observation is obvious. Observation 1.2. For any nonzero sign pattern A, the following three statements are equivalent.
The characterization of sign patterns with minimum rank 2 given in [26] in terms of the essential row sign change number or the essential column sign change number of their condensed sign patterns may be restated as follows.
Theorem 1.3 ([26]). For any sign pattern A, the following three statements are equivalent. (i) mr(A) = .
(ii) Ac has at least two rows and ersc(Ac) = .
(iii) Ac has at least two columns and ecsc(Ac) = .
Note that for a full sign pattern A, the condition that "Ac has at least two rows" and the condition "Ac has at least two columns" in the preceding theorem are redundant as they follow from ersc(Ac) = . In particular, for every full sign pattern A, ersc(Ac) = if and only if ecsc(Ac) = .
A natural question concerning sign patterns with minimum rank 3 is the following.
Problem 1.4. Are the following three conditions equivalent for all sign patterns
(ii) Ac has at least three rows and ersc(Ac) = .
(iii) Ac has at least three columns and ecsc(Ac) = .
By considering the total number of sign vectors (or full sign vectors) realized by a list real polynomials in one variable, we obtain some interesting results in the next two sections on the essential row and column sign change numbers, which show that no two of the three preceding conditions are equivalent, even for full sign patterns.
Sign vectors realized by a list of polynomials
Alon [2] gave upper bounds for the total number of sign vectors realized by a list of multi-variable real polynomials. For our purposes here, we restrict to single variable polynomials. Let p , . . . , pm be m real polynomials of degree at most k in a real variable t. Let S(p , . . . , pm) be the set of all sign vectors realized by this list of polynomials, namely,
Similarly, let S(p , . . . , pm) denotes the set of full sign vectors realized by p , . . . , pm, namely, The proof of the above example may be adapted to show the following result. Of course, any × submatrix of the matrix A in Example 2.2 also yields a full sign pattern for which the essential row and column sign change numbers are di erent. More generally, we can extend the construction of the matrix in Example 2.2 to get a sequence of matrices that share this property. 
ecsc(Am) = , but by the preceding theorem, ersc(Am) ≥ (m − )/ , which tends to in nity as m tends to in nity.
As an immediate consequence of the preceding theorem, we get the following result.
Corollary 2.6. Let Ln be the n− × n sign pattern whose rows consist of all the distinct × n full sign vectors having the leading entry + (with the rows arranged in lexicographical order). Then ersc(Ln) = n − and ecsc(Ln
It is easy to see that
It is well known that Ln is an L matrix and every condensed full L matrix with n columns is signed permutationally equivalent to Ln.
We now construct square condensed sign patterns for which the essential row and column sign change numbers di er. 
Sign patterns A such that mr(A) < min{ersc(A c ), ecsc(A c )} +
Our main objective in this section is to construct sign patterns A for which mr(A) is smaller than min{ersc(Ac), ecsc(Ac)} + .
In [14] , a direct correspondence between condensed sign patterns with minimum rank r and pointhyperplane con gurations in R r− is established. In particular, a point-line con guration in R consisting of m points p , . . . , pm and n (nonvertical) lines L , . . . , Ln gives rise to an m × n sign pattern A = [a ij ] with minimum rank at most 3, where for each i = , . . . , m, and j = , . . . , n,
Consider the point-line con guration below consisting of the 6 lines L , . . . , L and 16 points marked as 1 through 16. For convenience, we also include a circle that contains all the intersection points among the the 6 lines as interior points. By adding more lines and points in the preceding point-line con guration, we can obtain bigger sign patterns containing A as a submatrix but still with minimum rank 3. Of course, the bigger sign patterns also have essential row and column sign change numbers at least 3. Indeed, it can be shown by simple induction that for n ≥ , n lines in R in general position would divide R into n(n+ ) + open regions, and after deleting one from each pair of unbounded opposite regions, we have n(n− ) + open regions and one point may be taken from each such region. This would yield a condensed full sign pattern Cn of minimum rank 3 and of size ( n(n− ) + ) × n. It follows from Corollary 2.4 that ecsc(Cn) ≥ (n − )/ (which tends to in nity as n → ∞).
It is conceivable (though we do not have a proof) that we may also have ersc(Cn) → ∞. Further, by using the dual transform Do [27] , which converts a nonzero vector v in R to the line Do(v) = {x ∈ R | x, v = } and vice versa, we can transform the ( n(n− ) + )-point, n-line con guration to an n-point, ( n(n− ) + )-line con guration that corresponds to the sign pattern C 
Sign change numbers of full sign patterns with large minimum ranks
The following existence result of Alon et al. [1, 2] (proved using probabilistic method) is of great interest.
Theorem 4.1 ([1, 2] ). Let r(n, n) be the largest possible minimum rank achieved by n × n full sign pattern ma-
It is conjectured [1] that r(n, n) might be asymptotically equal to ( + o( )) n .
Of course, in view of Theorem 1.1, every n × n full sign patterns A such that mr(A) ≥ n must satisfy min{ersc(Ac), ecsc(Ac)} ≥ n − . But constructing n × n full sign patterns with large minimum rank (≥ n , or even possibly close to n/ ) is a very di cult open problem that awaits further research. As observed in [28] , it is clear that every n × n full sign pattern A containing the L matrix L k , where k = + log n has minimum rank at least k. But this obvious logarithmic lower bound k is much smaller than n for large n.
A signi cant lower bound on the minimum rank of a full sign pattern is given by Forster [17] .
Theorem 4.2 ([17]). Let A be an m × n full sign pattern and let B be the ( , − ) matrix in Q(A). Then mr(A)
where B is the spectral norm of B.
Forster's lower bound yields the following result on the minimum rank of the sign pattern of a Hadamard matrix H of order n (that is, H is a ( , − ) matrix of order n such that HH T = nI). 
